
Y6 Home Learning Menu – Spring 1  

Below is a range of homework activities for you to complete this term   

● You can complete in any order 
● Remember - send me a Dojo message if you need any help :-) Mr Parkinson  

 
English: 

Research one aspect of the Mayan 
Civilisation and write a small 

information text detailing what you 
discover!  

Please, write in your own words, do not 
just copy what you find on the internet! 

It might be easier to take notes of 
what you uncover first, so that you’re 

not tempted ;)  
 

Features of an information text:  
- Main title 

- Subheadings 
- Bullet points 

- Paragraphs (information not 
opinion) 

- Pictures and captions  

Spelling: 
 

Practice spelling words using the following 

rules: 

● Words ending -cious and -tious such as 
'delicious' and 'superstitious' 

● Words ending -cial and -tial such as 
'special' and 'partial' 

 

 

Maths: 
Practice adding and subtracting 

fractions and converting to mixed 
number/improper where necessary. 

 
Continue practicing the formal 
methods for all four operations 

(column methods and bus top/long 
division). 

 
Practice, on TTR, all of the times 

tables – there will be tests!  



Science: 
 

Watch the following video on famous 
scientist Carl Linnaeus.  

 
https://www.ed.ted.com/on/90vRVJZ6 

 
What was his life’s work? 

What was the lasting impact?  
What type of expedition did he go on 

to Lapland?  
What is Botany?  

Wider Curriculum: 
 What is your favourite food?  

 
Why is it your favourite food? Does it 

evoke certain emotions when you eat it? 
Smell it?  

 
Can you identify the dish’s ingredients? 

How do you make it?  
 

Write step by step instructions, with 
added emphasis on adverbs and adjectives 
to really engage the reader – I might even 

try some of the recipes myself!  
 

:D  

Art: 
On Google images, search for the 

‘Quetzal bird’. 
 

- Can you identify the colours 
of the bird? 

 
- Can you draw/sketch one of 

the images?  

 
- Bonus points for drawing one 

of the birds during flight! 

 
Good luck, and take your time – use 

what you have been taught in 
school! :D  

 
 

 

I will also be setting occasional work on Purple Mash for the children to complete at their leisure. Good look! :D 

 

https://www.ed.ted.com/on/90vRVJZ6

